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State universities are reacting
differently to the recent budget cuts
by the state, but Eastern is not likely to eliminate any staff.
Interim President Lou Hencken
is hoping to start the next semester
without having any layoffs or very
few positions lost.
"We want to avoid it if we can,"
Hencken said.
in July,
the
Sometime
President's Council will determine
goals for next year. The goals will
then be shared with the campus
and with the Board of Trustees.
The most important thing that
Eastern is dealing with as far as
goals for next year is keeping the
academic quality at the university,
Hencken said.
One option that will be looked
at is the possibility of consolidating
some positions and looking at nonteaching positions to see what can
be done with those positions.
While Eastern and Western
Illinois University are both facing
cuts of around $2 million, Southern
Illinois University is projecting a

$23 million cut, and University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana is
staring at an $23 million cut,
according to reports in The Daily
Egyptian and The Daily Illini.
The Daily Illini reported this
week that University of Illinois is
already expecting to lose up to 400
positions and as many as 85 permanent, full-time facultJ.positions.
Southern Illinois University has
not estimated a specific amount of
possible positions lost but it is
expected that some university jobs
will be cut and that some classes
could be done away with.
The Western Courier at
Western Illinois reported the following reaction from Interim
President David Taylor on the budget cuts.
"I'm surprised that we did see
another $2 million cut in funding
for Western Illinois University,"
Western Interim President David
Taylor said. "I am very, very disappointed. The reason is Western
Illinois University, in good faith,
has done many of the things
(Senator Steven Rauschenberger)
and others ... have asked higher
education to do."

AP Photo submitted by the Times-Courier

Firefighters attempt to put out the wildfires that continue to bum throughout Colorado. The home of former
Eastern president Daniel Marvin's Colorado home was almost destroyed in the fires.

Fires reach home of Marvin
By Felicia Martinez

Bands to perform
for Forth of July
By Benjamin Tully

The Charleston recreation
Department is sponsoring the free
outdoor event.
Members of the Charleston
John Daum, director of the
community, including local musi- Charleston Community Band,
cians are encouraged to come cel- said community members should
ebrate the start of the area's fourth bring a lawn chair and enjoy the
ofJuly festivities.
concert.
In their fourth concert this·
"On the fourth itself, the band
year, the Charleston Community will be riding on the truck, perBand will perform Thursday at forming in the parade," Daum
7:30 pm in the new $40,000 said.
bandshell and pavilion in Kiwanis
Daum has been director of the
Park.
Editor in chief

See BANDS Page 6

Campus Editor

A former Eastern president's
Colorado vacation home was almost
destroyed in forest fires sweeping
over Colorado.
Daniel E. Marvin was the fifth
president of Eastern from 1976 to
1983 when he left to become the
president and chief executive officer
of First Mid National Banks in
Mattoon.
In 1995 he purchased a cabin in
Lake George, Colorado as a place for
his family to vacatipn. .
"We mostly use it for myself and
my wife, and obviously when the kids
come," Marvin said.
Marvin was informed about the
property through Dr. Larry Williams
who he had hired.as the Dean of the
Graduate school in the 80s. Dr.

Williams had bought some property
in Lake George and later informed
Dr. Marvin about the small town.
Marvin said Lake George · is a
"Little teeny tiny town of 100 people" on the South Platt River that
became the center location for fighting the fire which are less than a mile
away.
Dr. Marvin and his family were
on vacation in Colorado when ·the
fires started.
Marvin said the town was evacuated and they were forced to stay at a
hotel about 25 miles out oftown.
After being in the hotel for less
than an hour, the sheriff escorted
them back to the cabin to see the
house and retrieve some personal
items they left behind, Marvin said.
The Martins wound up staying in
the hotel for most of their three week
vacation.

"We expect to go back by the end
of summer," Martin said.
For now, the town of 100 people
has become a town of about five
thousand three thousand of them
being fire fighters and police, and the
rest composed ofred cross volunteers
and other support personnel.
The elementary school in the
town has become a temporary shelter for those who have lost their
homes.
There . are also tents set up
around the town where all these
people are staying, Marvin said.
Marvin said, as ofMon, his home
was still standing.

Marvin said he is grateful to
everyone who has helped with the

fires.
"Our particular neighborhood
did not lose a single home," Martin
said.

Jtidge enters innocent plea for Moussaoui
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) A federal judge refused Tuesday to
change the site of Zacarias
Moussaoui's trial and entered a plea
of innocent on his behalf during a
volatile hearing for the only man
charged in ·connection with the
Sept. 11 attacks.
Throughout his arraignment a
short distance from the Pentagon~
Moussaoui clashed with U.S.
District Judge Leonie Brinkema
over his legal rights.
"I have no plea. I will plead no
contest. I have nothing to say to the
United States. That's all," he

declared.

Brinkema
interrupted
Moussaoui, who was flanked by
U.S. marshals as he stood before the
judge, and told him a plea of no
contest - nolo contendere - "may
result in an almost certain fj.nding
of guilt." She told Moussaoui his
position was inconsistent with his
previous requests, and at one point
said, "You don't control the courtroom. I do."
Federal law gives a judge discre:.
tion to reject a plea of guilty or nolo
contendere and enter a not guilty
plea for a defendant when the judge
believes the plea is not knowingly
and voluntarily given.

Brinkema instructed courtappointed
attorney
Alan
Yamamoto to write Moussaoui a
letter explaining the consequences
of a no-contest plea. Toward the
end of the arraignment, Brinkema
told him, "Mr. Moussaoui, you are
not an attorney, you do not understand the nuances of the legal system."
After Moussaoui repeatedly
tried to enter a no-contest plea, a
clearly exasperated Brinkema said,
"It strikes this court that you are the
only one other than the prosecution
who is really trying to convict you."
"I do not accept this plea of not

guilty," he said.
The 34-year-old Moussaoui,
who is of Moroccan descent, is
charged with conspiring to help the
19 hijackers and Osama bin
Laden's terrorist network plot the
September attacks on New York
and Washington. He faces six conspiracy charges, incluqmg four that
carry the death penalty.
Moussaoui accused the judge of
interfering with his defense by
refusing to let a Muslim lawyer
from Houston, Charles Freeman,
represent him, and by not letting
him make phone calls from jail. "I
have no means to defend myself,"

he protested.
Freeman was in the courtroom,
but Brinkema refused to let him sit
at the defense table with Moussaoui
because he is not-registered to practice law in Virginia and has not formally asked to enter the case as
Moussaoui's attorney. Freeman
declined to comment afterward.
The judge granted Moussaoui's
request earlier this month to act as
his own lawyer.
Yamamoto told reporters he
didn't understand why Moussaoui
kept trying to say he wanted to

See MOUSSAOUI Page 3
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The Daily Eastern News is published daily,
Monday through Friday, in Charleston, 111.,
during fall and spring semesters and twice
weekly during the summer term except during school vacations or
"'"'"'•'"' examinations, by the stuSOYI
dents of Eastern Illinois
University. Subscription
price: $38 per semester, $16 for summer
only, $68 all year. The Daily Eastern News is
a member of The Associated Press, which is
entitled to exclusive use of all articles appearing in this paper. The
editorials on Page 4 represent the
majority opinion of the editorial
board; all other opinion pieces are signed.
The Daily Eastern News editorial and business offices are located in Buzzard Hall,
Eastern 111inois University.
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Verge editor................................... Matt Rennels
Asst. design & graphics manager ................open
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Business manager ........................... Betsy Mellott
Assistant business manager: ....... Amanda Payne
Student business manager .............. Luke Kramer
Editorial adviser and
Publications adviser ..................John David Reed
Press supervisor ............................Johnny Bough
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Night staff/summer
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Geoff Wagner/ Photo editor

To reach us
By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Buzzard Hall, which is at
Seventh Street and Garfield
Avenue next to the Tarble Arts
Center and across the street
from the Life Science Building.
By phone: (217) 581-2812
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Wesley Strieter, 16, of Toledo, OH and Katie Maxon, 18, of Colorado Spring, CO work at removing rusted nails
from a wooden beam in Fox Ridge State Park. Youth group volunteers removed outdated wooden rails and steps
along hiking paths and trails to be replaced with new materials.

Youth lend a hand at Fox Ridge State Park
By Geoff Wagner
Staff Write·

Youth group members from
around the country traveled to
Fox Ridge State Park last Friday,
giving ur part of their summer to
participate in a six-day service
project focused on making
improvements to park facilities.
"Caring, Construction and
Cr·: sading," an annual service
project sponsored by the
lmmanual Lutheran Church in
Charleston, hosted 32 teenagers
who volunteered their time and
energy by participating in construction and restoration projects
at Fox Ridge.
"We tried to find something
that the community could get
something out of and that could
host 40 - 50 people so we contacted Fox Ridge and they said they
had some work we could do," said
1

News night editor ................................ Erica Foltz

( -.-;_ _....,,

Lisa Bluhm, Community Life
Leader for the project.
Endeavors taken on by the
group included trail repairs and
construction of new volleyball
facilities and possible work on the
Fox Ridge youth cabin.
When completed, the youth
cabin will serve as a host facility
for groups visiting the park.
Youth groups attending the
projects held various fund raisers
such as car washes and spaghetti
dinners to fund their participation. Many of the groups home
congregations also helped fund
their travel to Charleston.
This
is
the
Immanual
Lutheran Church's first attempt at
such a service project, which they
feel has met with astounding success.
"The kids are doing great," said
Bluhm. "It's so hot but they're getting their work done."

Geoff Wagner/ Photo editor

John Morrison, 13, of Toledo, OH hammers metal supports into the
ground.

By fax: (217) 581-2923
By mail:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
By e-mail:
Editor in chief Ben Tully
bongos91@hotmail.com

News editor Erica Foltz
efoltz1@hotmail.com

Campus editor Felicia Martinez
lazy_felicia@hotmail.com

Admin. editor Jason Langenbahn
jmlangenbahn@eiu.edu

Verge editor Matt Rennels
just_a_squirrel@hotmail.com

Researcher searched because of anthrax access
FREDERICK, Md. (AP) The FBI searched the home of a
researcher next to Fort Detrick, who
may have had access to anthrax
while doing work for the Army base,
a law enforcement official said
Tuesday.
The researcher agreed to the
search in hopes of removing himself
from any possible suspicion, according to the official, who spoke on the
condition of anonymity. It was
unclear whether the researcher was a
federal worker at Fort Detrick or a
worker under contract with the
Army base.
"This was a consensual search for
which the only qualification was
potential access to anthrax," the law

enforcement official said. The official said the search was not unusual
in the FBI's hunt for a suspect for
last year's anthrax letter attacks.
Fort Detrick, which also is home
to the U.S. Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases, has
anthrax samples. The FBI is conducting voluntary lie detector tests at
the base.
A man who identified himself
only as an FBI agent kept reporters
away Tuesday night from the
entrance to the Detrick Plaza
Apartments, where the search was
being conducted. The civilian complex shares a barbed-wire fence with
the Army post.
Aerial photographs showed a

white truck parked close to an
entrance of one of the apartment
buildings and a pile of full black
trash bags nearby.
Angelica Aguilera, who lives at
the complex, said there were several
FBI agents inside the building when
she came home.
She said she did not know exactly where in the building the agents
searched.
At the conclusion of the search,
no arrests were made.
The search underscored the FBI's
attempt to find a suspect in the
deadly anthrax letter attacks last fall.
Five people died in the attacks, and
at least 13 others contracted and
recovered from either the skin or res-

piratory form of the disease.
The investigation into who sent
several anthrax-laced letters last year
has produced few leads and some
investigators acknowledge the trail is
growing cold.
The government has begun a
strategy of focusing on possible
sources of anthrax and casting a wide
net, rather than identifying suspects
from the few clues gained from the
letters.
Lie detector tests and interviem
are also being conducted at Dugway
Proving Ground in Utah, where
researchers have been developing a
powdered form of anthrax for use in
testing biological defense systems,
military officials have said.

.
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Moussaoui
from Page 1
plead no contest.
.
"He insists he wants to put on a
defense, wants access to .information
... so a no-lo plea would prevent a
trial," Yamamoto said. "So, it appears
to me he just didn't understand what
a nolo contendei:e plea meant."
Moussaoui had refused to enter a
plea at his initial arraignment in
.January, saying he was taking that
stance "in the name of Allah."
Tuesday was the first time he had
tried to use the no contest plea.
When Brinkema tried to instruct
him Tuesday on the implications of
his entering a no contest plea, he
shot back, "Since the beginning, you
are interfering with my right to represent mysel£"
In turning down Moussaoui's plea
for a change of venue, Brinkema

•O

3

.............................................................................. TheDallyEasternNews .........................................................
rejected his claim that he could not
obtain an impartial jury from northern Virginia near the Pentagon. She
also dismissed his argument that the
jury pool would be over-represented
with U.S. government employees.
Moussaoui had been called to
court for arraignment on a slightly
revised federal indictment that prosecutors filed last week. In one substantive change, they deleted allegations that he had inquired about
crop-dusting planes and had information about them in his computer.
He asked the judge to withdraw
two motions made by his courtappointed attorneys. In their place,
he said, he wanted the FBI director
"to certify under the threat of perjury'' that Moussaoui was not under
surveillance by U.S. authorities since
his arrival in America.
Moussaoui has maintained he had
nothing to do with the Sept. 11
hijackers and the government knows
it because federal authorities had

kept him under surveillance since
British authorities raided his
London residence several years ago.
However, British officials have
said his residence in London's rough
Brixton neighborhood was never
raided until anti-terrorism police
went in shortly after Sept. 11.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert
Spencer told Brinkema that prosecutors ·are not aware of any surveillance
of Moussaoui and do not believe he
is entitled to the certification he
demanded.
Brinkema did not rule on that
request, but she did grant a government motion, over Moussaoui's
objections, to deny him the addresses of government · witnesses and
potential jurors. Without those
addresses, Moussaoui argued, prosecutors could bring people into court
"to testify to what the U.S. government wants" and he would have no
way to determine who the witnesses
really are.

Correction

Bands
from Page 1
band since its inception
25 years ago.
Daum said, musicians
ranging from former
band directors, retired
college
instructors,
Eastern professors, high
school students and a
select number of outstanding eighth graders
will play the concert.
"Anyone that wants to
participate and is at the
high school level may also
play," Daum said.
This concert marks
the fourth event the
Charleston Community
Band has participated in
this year.

Stephen Shrake, director of the
Physical Plant, had a misspelling
in his name in the Monday edition of The Dt;zily Eastern News.
The News regrets the error.
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Dealing with
budget
The Daily Eastern News editorial board would like to
commend Eastern Interim President Lou Hencken on his
actions and attitudes taken toward the state budget cuts.
Hencken is keeping a positive attitude and trying to
work through the cuts necessary for the final budget decision.
Hencken is doing his best to get through the cuts without having to reduce facHencken doing well
ulty and other positions,
Hencken is handling the budgets which other public univerbetter than most Illinois universisities in Illinois are having
ties.
to do.
While Hencken is taking it all in stride, the
Interim President at Western Illinois University, David
Taylor, is taking a little bit of a different approach to the
cuts.
While everybody else is dealing with the job ahead of
them, Taylor told the Western Courier how unexpected the
cuts were and how Western has done everything that the
state has wanted them to do. ·
Western Illinois University is not the only school that
has followed the wishes of Governor Ryan, and cannot be
exempt to the cuts.
The universities really don't have a choice but to try and
make the state happy and comply with what the state asb
of them.
Western Illinois University should not get any special
treatment just because they have contained their cost.
Taylor just needs to face the fact that if cuts are going to
be made, they are going to be made to not just one or two
schools, but to all of the state universities.
Taylor needs to use Hencken as an example of how to
deal with such cuts gracefully. Instead of laying blame on
the state or other institutions, he should try to find reasonable ways to cut back at the University.
·

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today,s quotes

Everything free, for sale
Everything is free in America,
the land of the unlimited possibilities.
My roommates were always
looking at foodboxes to find that
magic word "fatfree" before they
ate it, of course ignoring about the
38grams of sugar.
Elisabeth Sun
TV and radio is free.
Guest Columnist
Commercials like to catch the
audience's attention by offering
stuff you do not have to pay for
like: 6 viagras for free, "Six, that's my number", says the racing car driver in his tight blue overall.
Buy two, get one for free, refills are free for 50 cents,
water is free, but 11 cents at the Food Court including taxes.
Don't you like to watch those infommercials at night _and
listen to great songs from the 60s?
You know the ones where they play songs over and over
again to convince you to buy their great and expensive CD
collection, which is also available on tape?
I am a big fan of the great, innovative inventions for the
kitchen.
Make unmessy pancakes in that double pan, dice your
onions in seconds.
Time Life and all the other "supadupa" companies make
receiving free gifts a neccessity. Buyers receive something
phantastic for free when they are quick enough to order
within next 10 minutes.
Lawyer consulatation is free.
I always wondered if callers actually talk to Miss Cleo,
our darling from "Jamaica'' (as she claims) who is predicting
our future free of charge.
You can download free.music from the Internet. AOL
gives you 700 hours of free surfing and chatting.
Free long distance calls allow you to talk longer to your

Ju
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darling, sweet and sour sauce
for a sixpack ofMcNuggets
"Commercials
from the the famous yellow
like to catch the
arch, free money in the lottery,
eight free issues of
audience's attenEntertainment weekly and free
tion by offering
computer games from the
stuff you do not
Internet-STOP dreaming.
Miss Cleo is only free for
have to pay for.. :'
the first three minutes and it
will take you longer to only be
connected to some voice who
will talk about your future.
McDonald's charges you for the sauce if you want one
more.
For $49,99 you will get your free 5000 minutes in long
distance.
Entertainment Weely charges you the annual subscription
fee after the second issue.
You are automatically in a contract with AOL when using
that free CD. You'll pay taxes for your lottery win, pay the
phonebill to get your DOOM videogarne and other silly
manly games.
To watch television of any substance, which is supposed
to be free, you have to subscribe to cable.
Television lawyers will give you free representation, but
you will eventually have to pay them.
Just like the song says ..."The best things in life are free,
but you can give them to the birds and bees, I want money."
And I do too, because without it, I'll get nothing for free.
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•Elisabeth Sun is a and a guest columnist for The Daily
Eastern News. Her e-mail address megaelitronic@hotmail.com
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Terrorism more broadly defined
Osama bin Laden and his al-Qsida Death to America. Death to Israel."
It should be clear to even the village
thugs are the modern equivalents of
idiots among us that "terrorist" is the
Adolf Hitler and the Nazi party.
proper word for these people.
Both targeted massive numbers of
I mean, if they're not terrorists,
innocent civilians for death, both
----what should we refer to them
as? The rationally challenged?
Pyrotechnic performance
Riddle me this: What do you
call 19 guys who hijack some - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a r t i s t s ? It starts to get ridicuplanes, slam them into buildings and
believed in warped ideologies that foslous.
tered genocidal hatred toward a particReuters prides itself in its long hiskill thousands of people?
If you said they're "terrorists," most u1ar group of people.
tory of impartiality in world affairs. As
sensible folks would agree, but the
Of course the Holocaust killed far
Jukes said, "we're trying to treat everyhead honchos at the Reuters news
more individuals, but that's somewhat
one on a level playing field."
agency might beg to differ.
irrelevant - bin Laden would kill just
But in this case, they're not only
The British-based wire service is
as many people ifhe had the means to
wrong but breaking their own supbarring correspondents from referring
do it.
posed neutrality.
to the attacks of Sept. 11 and subseBut all that aside, how is referring
Not calling the bin Laden bunch
to the hijackers and anthrax attackers
what they obviously are - terrorists
quent anthrax mailings as "terrorism"
or the perpetrators as "terrorists."
as "terrorists" being too judgmental?
-gives them an added credibility
Stephen Jukes, Reuters' head of
It's simply calling them what they
they don't deserve.
are. According to the World Book
This is especially true considering
global news, justified this by insisting
"one man's terrorist is another man's
encyclopedia, terrorism is "the use or
how Reuters didn't hesitate to characfreedom fighter" and that it's not up to threat of violence to create fear and
terize past attacks, such as the 1995
journalists to "evaluate the moral case"
alarm."
Oklahoma City bombing, using the "tof the situation.
The Merriam-Webster dictionary
word."
says to terrorize is to "coerce by threat
In the war against terror, there's no
He's right in one sense - the primiddle ground.
mary job of journalists is to inform the or violence."
public of what's going on in the world
So keeping those definitions in
The situation is clear cut: One
mind, let's take a peek at what algroup of people is trying to destroy the
in as unbiased a way as possible.
Moral judgments have their place
Qsida's spokesman recently said
lives and livelihoods of a second group
in the media in the forms of columns,
regarding his group's role in the Sept.
of people.
commentaries and editorials, but
11 attacks:
All these angsty philosopher
straight-up reporting usually requires a
"Americans must know the storm
wanna-bes, who try to morally equivobalanced account of a given situation.
of airplanes will not stop. There are
cate the situation and bemoan
·
Sometimes, though, news stories
thousands of our young people who
America as "just as bad" as the terrordon't have two sides to them.
look forward to death just as
ists, need to remember that it's our
Sometimes an event happens that's so
Americans look forward to living."
way of life, our Constitution, that
indefensible that the only way to propHmm ... now I might not be the
allows them to express their asinine
brightest bulb, but isn't he clearly tryviews. If they lived in a country run by ·
. erly report it is by showing how
heinous the action was, no matter how ing to use the "threat of violence to
people like bin Laden and the Taliban, i
one-sided the coverage might seem.
create fear and alarm"?
they'd be shot for speaking out against
Such is the case of the attacks on
Now take a gander at the anthrax
the government.
the World Trade Center and the
letter sent to Senate Majority Leader
It's that respect for freedom that
Pentagon - there's no justification for Tom Daschle:
makes America truly greater than our
what happened on Sept. 11, any more
"You can not stop us. We have this
enemy.
than one could justify the Holocaust.
anthrax. You die now. Are you afraid?

This editorial was originally published in
the daily Illini.

By Bill Cleeland
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LETIERS TO THE EDITOR - The Daily Eastern
to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as possible.
Lila
EDITORIAL BOARD
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at . tbat WOI
The Dally
state, national and international issues. They
1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to
BENJAMIN TULLY Editor in chief
her to ti
should be less than 250 words and include the
217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
ERICA FOLTZ News editor
d()g toe
author's name, telephone number and address.
bongos9l@hotmail.com.
JASON LAGENBAHN Administration editor
· The1
Students should indicate their year in school and
EDITORIALS - The Daily Eastern News prints
FELICIA MARTINEZ Campus editor
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of 77re
son.
It i
; • "Tell the truth and don't be afraid."
ERIK HALL Sports editor
indicate their position and department. Letters
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
.~
whose authprs cannot be verified will not be print-
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Grohl backs the Queens of the
Stone Age as t~ey rock the Metro

You
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matt Rennels

Matt Rennels
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This summer has helped me
realize that there's a whole truckload of crap that I've never done.
Do you ever go through that?
Does your ever mind run across the
things in life that you have never
taken the time for? Are the things
that couldn't grab your attention
now picking up a baseball bat and
beating you with interest? Yea, I
thought so.
Jazz, hunting, golf, fishing,
landscaping, literature, cooking, I
don't care. If you start talking about
pineapple, then you might as well
pull me up a chair 'cause I'll be
thoroughly involved.
Yea, I really can't explain it.
Perhaps my growing interest is
thanks to me growing up, but I really don't think that's the ticket.
The ticket is knowledge. I really
found that at the newly pinned age
of 22 I only knew about 23 things.
Right now I have pushed that num~
berup to 26 or 27.
A few months back I decided
that it was a fine time to learn about
pets. So I decided to buy myself the
ultimate pet - more than just a
hobby - fisl;i.
Well, my fish died, at least the
first three did. They were dear
friends and will always be remembered. The fourth and final fish,
Jett, named after the local rock act,
is alive and kickin', lonely as an
eskimo in Nevada; but kickin'.
Well, the landlord around my
parts won't allow for any dogs, so I

will stick with those pets equipped
with a gill and a pair of fins. It's
better off for the dog too, just
remember the deceased.
Alright, so after all the comotion
with the fish I decided to move my
interest from the water to the sky,
from the fish to the birds. I bought
a bird.feeder. Quite an investment
since the birds flock to the big hunk
of wood to feast on my gifts before
leaving their regards on our porch
and my car. They're really a sweet
aninlal.
Speaking of fish, I still have a
taste for blood after killing my pets.
Now I have decided to take up
killing them with a pole, hook and
worm rather than with simple negligeance.
About a month back I bought
my brother a fishing pole for his
birthday and just a week back he
bought me one. Kind. I know, but
ext:iting too since we will be able to
entertain the fish by dangling
worms in front of them. We don't
want to catch the fish, we just want
to amuse them.
I also decided to take up some
gardening to further fill my repertoire of suddenly important practices. I planted some really pretty
flowers that you should all come
and see them. Then we could all go
mountain climbing, snorkeling, sky
diving and t;hen we will raise a
small family of portabella mushrooms.

What could I expect?
When we ordered tickets to see the mysterious stoner rock act Queens of the Stone Age play The Metro, I
couldn't imagine anything.
I couldn't picture what the crowd would be like,
what the band would look and sound like, or what that
Dave Grohl??? would add when he sat behind the
drums to guide the band in an ignited path.
Yes, I had no idea what exactly to expect, although
I did know that I was in for a treat, and a treat the
Queens delivered.
As they stepped onto the stage, Grohl already had
an intense look in his eyes as he bit down on his gum
playfully and aggressively. The crowd was excited.
Now, about two years ago I saw Weezer play the
Metro and that crowd was beserk. Of course it was
after a long hiatus, but that's no excuse for me nearly
losing my life trying to see such a happy-go-lucky band
as Weezer.
So, I feared for my life and the well-being of the
world when the show began. Believe it or not, there
was no reason for my fear. Aside from a little fear as the
crowd moved forward at the start when they opened
with 'Leg of Lamb' off of 'Rated R' and a quick
attempt at a mosh pit to the left of me, there wasn't anything worthy of my fear.
The band was more than tight that night, and
expectedly so with Grohl sitting at the helm of the rock.
The three piece brought in a touring guitarist to help
fill in the sound as he and Josh Homme traded licks.
This freed Homme up and allowed him to concentrate
more on vocals.
The vocals throughout the show were booming. As
mentioned, Homme's voice was more than pleasant,
and the real surprise of the show was bassist Nick
Oliveri's vocals, which were more than adequate. I had
always been left with a sour taste by Oliveri's crude
vocal stylings, although I was impressed as they energized and pushed this show just a little bit harder.
And Grohl just kept on pushing. The former pace
keeper of the legendary rock act Nirvana took to this
band like he was riding a bike. There he sat gritting his
teeth in unicen to the beat as his hair flipped sweat

Nick Oliveri plays the bass as he sings his pains
to the audience.

photo courtesy of ubl.com

across his set thanks to rocking his head to the l'hytbm.
The Queens also divied the set list accordingly
between their three albums, including 'Songs For The
Deaf' their upcoming album with drumming supplied
byGrohl;
It was certainly a good show, and one that will make
future fans jealous when the Queens become famous
but without the drumming of Grohl.

'Lilo and Stitch' keeps the Disney magic in yo' face
Ryan Rinchiuso
staff writer
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The death of hand-drawn animated film by computer animated film has been greatly exaggerated, the only thing that
hand-drawn animation needs is a great film to rally around,
that movie is Lilo and Stitch.
Lilo and Stitch is funny from the very first frame and never
really lets up.
This movie might be considered an aninlated family film
from Disney aninlation but it should also be known as one of
the funniest films of the year for people of any age.
An alien experiment named 626 was created to become the
ultimate intergalactic weapon. It is intelligent, invincible and
totally evil with only one objective: to destroy everything in
its path. This does not sit well with the Alien counsel, which
orders the experiment to be destroyed unless it can show that
it has a slice of decency in it.
In the experiment's moment to shine, it gets ready and
utters a word so vile that the aliens are aghast and begin vomiting. Before the experiment can be done away with, it
escapes and lands in Hawaii where a little girl named Lilo
(pronounced Lee-Lo) adopts it as a dog and names it Stitch.
Lilo is another troubled character. Her parents died recently in a car accident and she is now being raised by her older
sister. She does not fit in with girls her age and she has a temper that involves hitting and biting.
Lilo is very lonely and wishes on a falling star for a friend
that won't leave her. Lilo's sister overhears this wish and takes
her to the pound where she adopts Stitch, who is posing as a
dog to escape from aliens out to get him.
The movie is a film which does not slow down for any reason. It is quirky, cute, action packed, has tons of heart, and
most importantly - it is hilarious.
Stitch is one of the best characters that Disney has come up
with in many years. He is a horrible, horrible monster, he is
evil and knows no other way yet he is also cute and cuddly
which makes him seem less dangerous. For 90 percent of the
___ :;__ ____ .. ~-------
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movie Stitch does
nothing
remotely
good but people can't
help but root for him
since he is a walking
blue furby.
Another reason
audic 'lees will love
both Lilo and Stitch is
because
of
the
"hijinks" they get
into.
Stitch has the most
flashy scenes - rolling
up into a ball, using a
chainsaw,
being
squirted with a water
bottle whenever bad
(which is a lot) or
posing up as Elvis
with his famous hair,
guitar and Rhinestone
covered white suit.
Yet Lilo gets her
lines in that will make Airighff Enoughalready!l'mrlofWilrn-mithandl'm not going to sing about being the Men In
even the most cynical Black! Chump.
person smile. She
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
looks at her scary, big
social worker (Ving
Rhames) named Mr.
actions of all the characters.
Cobra Bubbles and asks him if he has ever killed a man, and
Like Disney's similarly hilarious aninlated film 'The
she draws a picture of Stitch to show him how his "evil Emperor's New Groove,' 'Lilo and Stitch' ditches the Disney
meter'' is really high. These two characters are the heart and staple singing and dancing for more of a Looney Tunes type
soul of the movie and make the movie a new Disney classic. film. This is definitely a right step for Disney and if they keep
Disney is onto an idea by expanding their animation green-lighting films as funny and sweet as 'Lilo and Stitch,'
department to more risky pictures. 'Lilo and Stitch' has the traditional aninlation will be here to stay for a long time.
message about how important fanlilies (no matter what kind
they are) are to a person, but it is in the baeICground to the
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Month Lease.

For rent

~

=
1808 S. 9th St.
=
• Behind Campus Police • 4 BR Apt. now available for Fall
CSingle & Shared Rooms = 2002. 401 Harrison. Call 897-6266
•

Female House
•
Mates Wanted
C
•All Utilities Included!•
= Completely Furnished C
•
31/2 Baths
•
• Covered Party Patio •
= 5 Bedroom House =

or 348-1180.

=

.••

--··--·-----

12 Month Lease
1020 I st St.

6126

4 BR house now available for Fall
2002. 503 Harrison. Call 897-6266
or 348-1180.

.••

•
:
•House Mates Needed- All•
= Single Rooms, Guys or •
•
Girls
:
• Both Have NC, W/D •
: Attached 1 Car Garage =

•
:

6126

1,2,&3 BR APTS. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 345-6533.
6126

Only 4 units left. 3- 3 bedroom and
1- l bedroom. Reduced rates.
Lease and security required. No
pets. 348-8305.
7/1
LARGE l BEDROOM APART•
Dan 345-3273
• . MENT
- CLEAN. TRASH
=
: INCLUDED. $285 FURNISHED
!\.::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11::11:~ OR NOT. AIR COND. 345-6967

Write.
for the
DEN!!
Call
Ben at
2812
BRAND NEW
LARGE 4 BEDROOM
2 BATHAPTS.
DSL and
DIGITAL CABLE
WASHER and DRYER
INCLUDED
RENT AS LOW AS $225/PERSON

CALL ABOUT OUR SIGNING
INCENTIVES

348-1067

6124

VERY NICE! 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT. 112 BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS. FURNISHED.
$235 EACH. TRASH INCLUDED. 345-6967.
6124

NEAR REC CENTER, REMODELED, VERY NICE - 7 BEDROOM HOUSE - ALL LARGE
ROOMS. 2 FULL BATHS,
WASHERfDRYER, DISHWASHER, AIR. PLENTY PARKING.
$265 EACH. 345-6967.
6124

Apts. available Aug. 2002 behind
EIU police. 1812 9th. 3 bed 1 bath,
4 bed 2 bath. Locally owned. 12
month lease. New WfD, parking
lot. Very nice and clean. Call for
appt. Leave message. 348-0673.
7/31
2 BR Townhouse, University Dr.
Year lease & deposit. No pets.
Available May 15 or Aug f5.
$420/mo. 254-5148
7/31
Available now 2 nice 2 bdrm.
mobile homes. $295-395. call 3457701 or 234-8774.
7131

Versatile, economical, apts priced
for 1 or 2 or 3 persons. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood. Realtor.
7/31
2BR apts for 2 persons. Great
locations, low prices. $109230/person. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
7/31
One person apts. All shapes, sizes,
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For rent
prices. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
7/31
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 2-5
residents. All appliances, ale.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
7/31
Faculty, Staff, Grad Students-1&2
BR apts. in quiet buildings. From
$325. 345-4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
7/31
4 responsible students to rent very
large home. 5 minutes driving time
to campus. $300/person. Must sign
lease. Call 348-8942.
8/1
2 bdrm apartment for rent. ClA off
street parking. 1 block from campus. Call after 5. 345-9636.
8/1
3 bdrm furnished apt., indoor pool,
hot tub, pool table, very nice, $750
/month for 3 people, 345-5022.
00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfum, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets.
From $200/per person/mo. 3457286
00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/
dishwasher, microwave, cent air,
laundry, very nice. No pets 3457286
00
Need female roommate for 6 bdrm
house. Extra nice, hardwood floors,
full basement, new kitchen, dishwasher, w/d, central air, parking,
close to EIU. 345-7286
00
BRAND NEW!! Large 4 BR, 2 BA
Apts. DSL & Digital cable ready.
Rent as low as $225/person. Call
about signing special. 348-1067
00
3 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAILABLE
AUGUST. 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS, WASHER AND
DRYER INCLUDED. IF YOU
WANT NEW, NICE AND CLEAN
LIVING CALL 348-1067.
00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo. on
the· comer, 111 2nd st. Right next
to park. Day: 235-3373, Evening:
348-5427
00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from
2020 10th st. Oi;tly 3 2BR Apts
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
00
Nice, newly remodeled 3 bedroom
apartments. Rent as low as
$250/person. Furnished. Super low
utilities. 345-5022
00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. WfD, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and a
3 bedroom house all within walking distance to Eastern. Call 3480006
00
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS: 2
BR townhouse apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included.
2 blocks from campus. Call 348-

For rent
0350
00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
00
Lease NOW to July -AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230 each
per month. 1305 18th Street. Call
348-7746.
00
AVAILABLE FALL- 2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts.
Stove, Refrig, A/C, Trash paid.
Two Adults $230 each
Unfurnished/ $250 each Furnished.
2001 S 12th Street. Ph. 348-7746
00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, &
3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING. NUMBER OF STUDENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-3161.
00
Avail 11/01- June 02: *Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU. 2765537
00
NEW 2 BDRM FURN. APT ON
SQUARE. AVAIL. AUG.I. CARPETED, CENTRAL AIR, DISHWASHER. $450, INCLUDES
WATER AND TRASH. SEC. DEP.
1 BDRM DUPLEX, AVAIL. NOW,
$200/MONTH. 345-4010.
00
Summer and next year, 1&2 BR
apartments. Furnished, very large.
Ideal for couples. $350-450 per
apartment. 743 6th st Call 5817729(days) or 345-6127(evenings)
00
2 BR House available August.
Carport, W/D hook-up. No pets.
$500 per month. 345-7286.
00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl. $250 each. Poteete
Property Rentals 345-5088.
00
Lincoln wood Pinetree Apartments
has 2 and 3 BR to fit your budget.
2 BR are $250-285. 3 BR are
$220-235. Individual 11 month
lease. 345-6000.
00
2 BDRM RENTAL HOUSE. 1402
lOTH STREET. COMPLETELY
FURNISHED. INCLUDES
WASHER, DRYER, AIR CONDITIONER. ALL NEW FURNITURE AND CARPET. NINE
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136.
00
3 bdrm furnished house at 1615
12th. Very close to campus and
shopping. Large yard, enclosed
back porch, off street parking.
Washer/Dryer, A/C included.
Available July 1st. No pets. 345-

~

For rent
6370/254-3787. Please leave message.
00
Faculty or mature grad student.
Duplex w/ garage. Extra nice, 1/2
block from campus. 345-5048
00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low utilities, 10 month lease. 345-5048.
00
1520 9th Street - 5 BR, 2 Bath
house, Unfurnished. Stove, refrigerator. Trash pd. $200 per person/ 5
people. Call 348-7746.
00
2-BR Unfurnished apt. Stove,
refrigerator, AC. $230 per person
or two residents, $395 per person
for single person. Trash pd. 2001
S. 12th Street. , 1305 18th Street.
Call 348-7746.
00
3-BR Unfurnished apt., 1 block
from EIU. Stove, refrigerator,
microwave, dishwasher, Individual
bedroom vanities, cathedral ceiling.
3 people - $300 each. Water/Trash
paid. 820 Lincoln. Call 348-7746
$250 a day potential bartending.
Training provided. 1-800-293-3985
ext. 339
8/1
Stop asking your parents for
money! Get a job with WESTAFF
in partnership with MCLEOD
·

Help wanted

~
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Must be available 5-9pm Mon-Fri.
of
153
$9/hr plus incentives. WESTAFF
Staff for business. Jobs for people.. State F
Sloa
217-345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
State G
00
as well
Get a jump start on your summer
19th.
job! Call WESTAFF In partnership
Stan
with RUFFALO CODY. Currently
golf coa
hiring part time telemarketers.
20 year
Work up to 40hrs/wk over summer! Flexible scheduling between · individu
4-llpm Sun-Thu. WESTAFF Staff Petersor
''Afte
for business. Jobs for people. 217345-1303. eoe m/f/h/v
right no
Spacious, furnished, one-bedroom Ill our
apartment. Laundry room, pool,
"Dustin
low utilities. Aug. - Dec. lease.
·then Bei
Ninth St. Close to Campus. Call · ment, so
345-6000.
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CampusClips
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER.
Mass tonight at 9pm at St. Philip N
Chapel located across from Andre
Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER1i
Mass on Sunday at llam at St. P · ·
Neri Chapel located across from
Andrews Hall.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of
charge ONE DAY ONLY for any non-profit, c
~us organizational event. No parties or fundr ·
activities and events will be printed. All clips '
ohould be submitted to The Daily Eastern Ne
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event schedul
for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
Clip by NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is
line for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be p
lished. No clips will be taken by phone. Any cli
that is illegible or contains conflicting informa ·
WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for 1
available space.
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Sloat teams up with· Cards lose
Wochner again to second
help Eastern Golf straight after
crik Hall
Sports Editor

~rson

The two individuals that
•brought the red and gold golf team
back to prominence are now wearing the blue and grey.
After recently adding 2002
Charleston High School graduate
ock
If,
Dustin Sloat to the Eastern men's
ividual golf team, head coach Jay Albaugh
ceiling. now has Sloat and Eastern sophorrrash
more Ben Wochner playing for
·7746
him.
ling.
It was Sloat and Wochner who
13-3985
were the two key cogs in taking the
CHS golf team to the state tournament in 1999, the school's first ever
appearance as a team at the IHSA
:TAFF
State Golf Finals and finish 15th as
u
ateam.
In 2000, Sloat finished 10th at
the IHSA State Golf Finals. Then
in Sloat's senior year of 2001, he
helped the team return to state and
playearn an 11th place finish. Sloat fin11als.
on-Fri. ished 59th as an individual in a field
of 153 golfers at the 2001 IHSA
TAFF
>eople .. State Finals.
Sloat qualified for the IHSA
State Golf Finals in as a freshman
as well in 1998 when he placed
nmer
19th.
nership
Stan Adkins has been the head
rrently
golf coach at CHS for more than
rs.
20 years and coached the 1979
umindividual
state champion, Greg
tween
F Staff Peterson.
''.After Greg, Dustin and Ben
:. 217right now are tied for number two
:droom in our history," Adkins said.
)001,
"Dustin had a little more success
ase.
then Ben had at the state tournaCall
ment, so I would separate them a

erson
2001
treet.

little bit, but not by much. Dustin is
probably 2a and Beo. 2b."
Wochner·was a regular competitor for the Panthers last season that
finished eighth in the nine team
Ohio Valley Conference. For his
first year with Panthers Sloat hopes.
he can contribute.·
"For the first year, I want to continually make the traveling team
and to make all the tournanients,"
Sloat said.
Adkins thinks that Sloat's goals
may be set a little low.
"I think Dustin can compete.
He can be in the top five and based
on Bed being able to make the traveling squad I think Dustin can too,"
Adkins said. "This first year he
might have to work on his game
extra hard, but he always played all
the courses around here pretty well.
The thing he will have to get used
to his playing courses he has never
seen before. Those courses in
Kentucky and Tennessee he has
never seen before. He will have to
trust his swing and trust his game."
Sloat was also the Apollo
Conference individual champion as
a sophomore and junior and the
Class AA regional medalist honors
as a seruor.
"I think he has a very good short
game around the greens and his
putting is above average. He has
also been able to have a lot of control of the green. He hits a long ball
off the tee. He has always been able
to get his share of birdies." Adkins
said. "Dustin is noted for his excellent composure. He doesn't get terribly excited either way."

Effort
from Page 8

freshman.
Edwards wasn't the only to complement
the three new athletes that will be running for
Eastern. Todd Vilardo coached all three of
them during their freshman track season at
CHS and has continued to watch the three
unprove.
"Well all three of the boys, from my experience, have a positive work ethic. I don't
recall ever having to coerce them into working hard; they had self reliance and internal
drive to succeed which is reflective of a positive work ethic," Vilardo said.
rTER.
llip Neri
Vilardo went on to say, "I think that they
ridrews should have a good deal of success at the collegiate level. They are going to do what it
ITER.
rakes to improve themselves and they all have
t. Philip the will do what it takes to help their team."
>m
Derrick Landrus coached Kelly and
McNarner during their cross country careers.
Landrus should know what it takes to be a
successful
collegiate athlete after playing baslree of
ketball for Rick Samuels at Eastern from
1fit,cam'undraisi~
1991-1995, and he thinks that Kelly and
clips
McNarner possess these qualities.
·n News
"Scott is a hard worker and that is one of
:FORE
the main things it takes in college. He is ded;heduled
~am pus
icated and that is what it takes to be success~Y is dead
ful,"
Landrus said. ''I think with their work
nts.) Clip
r be pub- ethic, they will both get a lot better and there
11.ny clip
is no telling how much they can help out
ormation
Eastern's team."
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Sloat also feels that his composure is a key point of his game.
"I'm pretty consistent so it
depends less on how I play and
more how everyone else plays,"
Sloat said. "I usually shoot pretty
decent scores, but it kind of
depends on how everyone else
shoots."
The opportunity to play with
former teammate, Wochner, is
something Sloat is looking forward
to.
"I think it should be pretty fun
to play with Ben again," Sloat said.
Adkins feels that playing with
Wochner again will help Sloat to
improve his scores.
"They competed as hard against
each other as they did the other
teams in high school. They knew
the other guy on our team would
play hard," Adkins said. "Dustin
and Ben are going to compete
against each other on Eastern's
team as much as other teams.
Dustin knows Ben has done well at
times and Dustin will want to do as
well as Ben, if not better."
To have his athletes go on to
compete at the collegiate level is ·
exciting for Adkins.
"I'm very proud of Dustin and
Ben; to go on to play college sports
period is a great accomplishment. I
am excited Dustin is going to be
around here and get a good education at EIU," Adkins said. "Dustin
has a great attitude and hope he is
able to maintain that same attitude.
In college there are a lot of distractions and I hope he is able to avoid
those distractions."

I have also on a rare occasion, 0.I(. rare is
an extreme understatement, been around the
three individuals at practice and meets to see
them perform in person, and nothing the
three coaches said was out of line at all.
Every summer morning for the past four
years it would be fairly easy to find
McNamer. Each morning he, his brother
Steve, and other cross country/track runners-many with less talent then the two
McNamers-came out to run and get in better shape for the upcoming CHS seasons.
Scott was extremely dedicated to running
and also to helping those around him become
better runners as well.
I can think of very few instances when
Sean Kelly was not in the CHS weight room
trying to become faster and stronger. Over
the four years of high school, Sean easily
showing the most improvement jumping
from a 57 second 400 meter run as a freshman to coming within .6 seconds of the CHS
school record his senior year by running the
400 meters in 50.6 seconds.
When track coaches asked Kelly to try
triple jump as a sophomore he tried as hard as
he could to help the team in his new event. In
Kelly's first ever meet to triple jump, the
Apollo Conference Fresh-Soph Meet, the
Trojan made winning look easy, but coaches
and teammates knew that he just wanted to
do what he could to help the team.
As Kelly began racing his senior year he
was able to focus mainly on obtaining the 400
meter school record he had coveted all four
years he had been on the CHS track team.

Kile's death
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
Louis Cardinals, struggling to stay
focused following Darryl Kile's
death, managed only four hits and
lost their fourth in a row Tuesday
night, 2-0 to the Milwaukee
Brewers.
Several Cardinals wept openly
during a memorial service that
began with 57 seconds of silence
- Kile's uniform number- and a
video tribute before the team's first
home game since the pitcher died
Saturday in Chicago.
Between innings, Kile's career
highlights and accomplishments
were listed on the video board.
Kile's jersey hung in the dugout
tunnel leading to the clubhouse.
Team personnel wore small
black, circular patches with Kile's
initials and number, "DK57," on
their left sleeve. They were already
wearing a patch to commemorate
the death of longtime broadcaster
Jack Buck, who died four days
before Kile, on their right sleeve.
Larger versions of the patches were
placed on the right-field wall and
behind home plate.
Cardinals starter Matt Morris
(10-5) allowed two runs on six hits
in seven innings, striking out six
and walking two.
In the early portion of the game
Morris threw a lot of curveballs,
perhaps a tribute to Kile. That was
his signature pitch.
The Cardinals have been

Though Kelly never reached the time of 50.0
seconds, he gained the respect of many for his
many hours of long effort.
"Sean put in 12 months of work on track
and he loves track just as much as I do,"
Edwards said.
To say anyone loves track as much as
Edwards loves track is saying a significant
amount.
Though Kellen Fasnacht probably has the
most natural athletic ability of the three individuals, that doesn't mean he didn't put in
months of training to obtain the success he
enjoyed.
Fasnacht's devotion to soccer may have
put him somewhat behind Kelly when the
two would run together each winter before
the upcoming track season. Kelly had his
endurance built up from running cross country, while Fasnacht had spent the previous
four months chasing a checkered ball around
a field.
Fasnacht loved soccer and worked hard at
it. A picture that appeared in the Charleston
Times-Courier shortly after the CHS soccer
team finished the 2000 season among the top
eight teams in Illinois showed Fasnacht making a sliding play to keep the ball away from
the other team's attacking forward. No picture better depicted Fasnacht's dedication to
whatever he did.
Fasnacht is also the one that laid motionless momentarily during a student-faculty
basketball game at CHS in Dec. 2000, but
did not let a hard foul keep him down.
Instead he got back up and gave the spark to

outscored 15-6 during the losing
streak, which began on the day of a
Busch Stadium visitation and
memorial service for Buck last
Thursday. They lost that game 3-2
to the Anaheim Angels and also lost
8-3 at Chicago on Sunday, the day
after Kile died of apparent natural
causes.
Glendon Rusch (5-5) retired 13
batters in a row at one point as the
Brewers snapped a six-game road
losing streak. He pitched his second
career shutout, with his other one
coming June 14, 1998, while with
Kansas City.
Rusch faced the Cardinals for
the third time this season and got
his first decision, striking out three
and walking none.
Tyler Houston doubled in the
Milwaukee fifth and Alex Ochoa
singled, setting up RBI singles by
Jose Hernandez and Paul Bako.
Morris fell to 6-2 for his career
against the Brewers, with a 2.08
ERA. He had won his previous
three starts.
Notes: Despite losing their last
two at home, the Cardinals have
won 15 of their last 20 at Busch
Stadium.... Jim Edmonds, who had
been 9-for-21 against Rusch, was
O-for-3 .... Houston, who doubled
in the ninth, is 23-for-38 (.605) during a career-best 10-game hitting
streak. ... Placido Polanco was Ofor-4 for the Cardinals, ending a 13game hitting streak.

a team that came within three points ofleading the students to their first ever victory over
their faculty opponents.
Kelly, McNamer and Fasnacht know they
won't be able to let up on their work patterns
just because they are staying in a familiar
place and at home in Charleston.
"I'm expecting to work my butt off. It's
nothing like high school workouts. I mean it's
going to be tough; you are going to look back
and think that high school work outs were
easy. Basically, I'm looking to work my but
off," Fasnacht said.
To help himself be prepared, Fasnacht has
been looking into exactly how much faster he
will have to get to become a part of the success that Eastern has been enjoying over the
past few years.
"I know what type of times I will have to
run to compete in the relays and they've got
talent; they're good. I mean if you look at me
compared to those guys, I'm so much smaller.
They're so big and fast, but with the right
weight program I think I can be right up
there with them," Fasnacht said.
Though the Eastern coaches would like to
add Chicago Leo's Ryan Shields to their
team for 2002-2003, what they have in these
three Trojans is heart and dedication and it
will definitely be hard for the coaches to find
anyone who will work as hard as Fasnacht,
Kelly, and McNamer who are all committed
to become the best Panthers they can be.
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Panthers grab three Trojans
for track and fietd team
.

Erik Hall
Sports Editor

Effort is
•
important
"I think they will be very successful based on their abilities and talents and based on their heart "
Charleston High School tra;k
coach Bob Edwards said. "They
run with heart and they are hard
workers."
Edwards said that talking about
two of his former runners who are
about to become student athletes at
Eastern next year, Kellen Fasnacht
and Sean Kelly. Charleston's Scott
McNamer will also be coming to
Eastern to run next year.
There is obvious emphasis from
Edwards on the work ethic and
heart of these two individuals.
It doesn't stop there though. I
talked to three CHS coaches that
worked with Fasnacht, Kelly, and
McNamer while they are in high
school, and the one thing that all
three coaches continued to talk
about was how hard these three
athletes work at becoming better.
I have done several articles while
writing about collegiate sports
based on talking to high school
coaches and getting the coach's
opinion of one of their former athletes and have yet to find a coach
who talked negatively about their
experience working with the athlete.
I. have talked to coaches who say
their athletes loved the sport or did
their best, but the emphasis placed
on hard ".Y'ork by the Charleston
coaches is unparalleled. Edwards'
comments on Kelly were surprising
for a coach with as much experience as Edwards has.
"Sean Kelly, in my lifetime, is one
of the hardest workers I have ever
seen, only Mark Fleming was as
hard of a worker," Edwards said.
"Sean Kelly is right there with
Mark."
Edwards started to say Kelly was
the hardest worker he has ever
worked with and then corrected
himself to include Fleming, but for
Kelly to be included in a class with
Fleming is still an amazing complement.
Fleming finished second at the
IHSA State Track and Field meet
two consecutive years (1996 and
1997) in the shot put for CHS.
Fleming went on to have a successful track career at the Naval
Academy.
Kelly has just one medal from
the IHSA State Track and Field
meet which he earned with an
eighth place finish in the 3,200
meter relay during 2002, but that is
one more then most people could
have expected from a Kelly as a
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By Erik Hall
Sports Editor

Kellen Fasnacht describes one of
the greatest experiences of his high
school athletic career a8 winning a
medal on the Charleston High
School 3,200 meter relay team at the
2002 IHSA State Track and Field
Finals at Eastern's O'Brien Stadium.
"To be able to represent your
home school in your home town and
with all of your friends and family
there watching you, and to be able to
get a medal is easily one of the most
exciting things," Fasnacht said.
Fasnacht will get plenty more
opportunities to create memories of
running at Eastern as he and his
high school teammates, Sean Kelly
and Scott McNamer, all three prepare to begin running careers with
the Panther men's track and field
team during the 2002-2003 season.
The three members of the CHS
track team were the tri-captains that
led the Trojan team to the most successful track season in recent history.
Kelly and McNamer were also
members of the CHS cross country
team that finished 19th as a team in
the IHSA State Fmals, the CHS's
first trip to cross country state since
1974.
. "They were both great kids and
hard worke.rs," CHS cross country
coach Demck Landrus said. "They
are the type -of kids you would like to
have anytime on your team."
McNamer placed 76th at the
state cross country meet and Kelly
238th out of more than 300 runners.
McNamer's performance earned
him Decatur Herald and Review
All-Area team recognition.
McNamer is the only one of the
three that is planning to be a member of the Eastern cross country
teiµn. McNamer also realizes that it
will take a lot of effort to continue to
have the success he enjoyed in high
school.
"It will take a lot of work,"
McNamer said. "Twice as much
work as in high school because the
other athletes are out there to do
well and in high school it is a mix. In
college they are all working as hard
as they can and you have to work as
hard as them to do well."
McNamer's older brother: Steve
has also been able to cqntinu~ a run~
ning career in college by running at
Southern Illinois University in
Edwardsville. Where Scott was
going to continue to run at came
down to Edwardsville and Eastern.
"It was between Eastern and
Edwardsville," Scott said. "Eastern is
close to home and I know coach
Mac and I know his style of coaching."
Eastern head men's cross country
coach and assistant track and field
co~0 John Mclnerney helped to
solidify Fasnacht's decision to
become a Panther as well.
''I know coach Mac. He's cool
and a really really nice guy," Fasnacht
said. "I've only talked to him a few
times, but. he is one o{ the guys I
heard helpmg me out during my 800

Sean Kelly
Track
year."
Todd Vilardo who coached
three of the athletes during
freshman track season be£
becoming the Charleston
School's assistant principal for
three's final years of high school
"Well those guys have all sh
steady improvement and it is in
esting that they are all three g ·
to Eastern," Vilardo said. "All
of them made steady improvem
through
out high
sch
Sometimes you get an athlete
improves and then falls off
then there are ones that d
improve until the very end,
those three improved through
Erik Hall/Staff Photographer and that is because of their
ethic."
Fasnacht likes the idea of
Kellen Fasnacht running at 2002 IHSA State Track and Field Finals in
three of them having the oppo
the3,200 meter relay at Eastem's O'Brien Stadium.
ty to continue running together
at state and he gives a lot of support
"I think it is going to be to~gh, four more years.
and a lot of good encouragement. because Eastern has an awesome
"It will give me a couple of
I've seen the way Derek talks about track team. I just want to contribute to know on the team and it ·
him and he seems like he is a pretty all I can," FilSnacht said. "I don't fun," Fasnacht said. "It will be
know what I will be able to do, but see how much we improve. I
good guy."
Derek is Kellen's younger brother wherever they put me, I'll do it. I feel all three of us have so much
who has attended Mclnerney's dis- that I can run any relay for them. If rial. We haven't even come cl
tance running camp on several occa- they want me to do 4x8 I will, but I reaching it. I think the EIU
sions. Derek and Kellen teamed up feel like I can contribute in any r5;!lay ing staff can do a great job wi
as a member of the CHS school and run good splits for them."
and make us so much better
The third Charleston runner to already are."
record breaki?g 800 meter relay
team that qualified for state in 2002. be going to run for Eastern is Sean
Bob Edwards has had the o
Kellen previously qualified for Kelly. Kelly qualified for the state tunity to coach Fasnacht and
state in 2000 as a member of the track and field finals at O'Brien for all four years of their high
1,600 meter relay team. Fasnacht Sta~um all three of his final years track careers as an assistant co
again qualified for state in 2002 on runnmg for the Trojans. He went to
. "It has been an absolute pl
the 1,600 meter relay team as well as state in the 1,600 meter relay twice and in fact I am pretty upset to
the 3,200 meter relay, 800 meter and the 3,200 meter relay twice.
them," Edwards said. "I not
relay, and 400 meter relay.
Kelly did not choose to attend enjoyed coaching them, but th
As a member of the CHS 400 Eastern for its successful running two guys I consider to be two
meter relay team, Fasnacht received program, but will run for the school personal friends."
all-state recognition from the Illinois he chose because of academics. Kelly
Eastern's track coaches are
Prep Top Times publication. After also has a fairly simple goal for his to comment on any of these
having success as a member of his freshman year as a Panther.
individuals until the start of
high school's relay teams, Fasnacht
"I want to gain respect," Kelly in August due to NCAA
feels that relays are where he will be said. "I'd like to be actually good tions.
able to contribute most to the enough for the coaches to actually
want me to come back the next
Panthers.

